
POP UP PERFECTION
STYLISH COLLECTIONS FOR HIRE



STYLISH SOLUTIONS
VL-Lounge is an exclusive event styling company. In addition to 
offering sleek, modular furniture and chic accessories for hire, 
we offer a bespoke design service for any size of event. Together 
with our clients we create infinite solutions for pop up interiors 
and exteriors.
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STRAIGHT BACK WHITE
A complete modular system, allowing us to create seating areas 
in almost all spaces. Upholstered in high quality white Sunbrella, 

our straight back white lounge furniture creates a stunning 
effect, indoors and outdoors.

1M STRAIGHT
BACK SOFA

70CM STRAIGHT
BACK SOFA

CORNER STRAIGHT
BACK SOFA

LARGE SQUARE POUF SMALL SQUARE POUF SMALL ROUND POUF



ARENA LINEN
The gorgeous handmade Arena Collection brings an element 
of refined style to any event. Offering the same practical 
functionality as all our ranges Arena has a softer look and feel of 
linen. It doesn’t get more chic than this!

1M ARENA LINEN 70CM ARENA LINEN CORNER ARENA LINEN

LARGE SQUARE POUF
ARENA LINEN

POUF TABLE
ARENA LINEN

SMALL SQUARE POUF
ARENA LINEN



CHAMPAGNE VELVET
Upholstered in a lush velvet fabric, this modular furniture oozes 
exclusivity and luxury. Clever lighting can affect the colour of its 
shimmer and means it can blend into every environment. Club, 

candles or even daylight.

1M STRAIGHT BACK 
CHAMPAGNE VELVET

CORNER STRAIGHT BACK 
CHAMPAGNE VELVET

70CM STRAIGHT BACK 
CHAMPAGNE VELVET

LARGE SQUARE POUF
CHAMPAGNE VELVET

SMALL SQUARE POUF
CHAMPAGNE VELVET

SMALL ROUND POUF
CHAMPAGNE VELVET



1M STRAIGHT BACK 
BLACK VELVET

CORNER STRAIGHT BACK 
BLACK VELVET

70CM STRAIGHT BACK 
BLACK VELVET

LARGE SQUARE POUF
BLACK VELVET

SMALL SQUARE POUF
BLACK VELVET

SMALL ROUND POUF
BLACK VELVET

BLACK VELVET
Upholstered in a lush black velvet fabric, this modular furniture 
oozes exclusivity and luxury. Clever lighting can affect the colour 
of its shimmer and means it can blend into every environment. 
Club, candles or even daylight.



BLUE VELVET
Upholstered in a blue velvet fabric, this modular furniture oozes 
exclusivity and luxury. Clever lighting can affect the colour of its 
shimmer and means it can blend into every environment. Club, 

candles or even daylight.

1M STRAIGHT BACK BLUE 
VELVET

CORNER STRAIGHT BACK 
BLUE VELVET

70CM STRAIGHT BACK 
BLUE VELVET

LARGE SQUARE POUF
BLUE VELVET

SMALL SQUARE POUF
BLUE VELVET

SMALL ROUND POUF
BLUE VELVET



1M STRAIGHT BACK 
RED VELVET

CORNER STRAIGHT BACK 
RED VELVET

70CM STRAIGHT BACK 
RED VELVET

LARGE SQUARE POUF
RED VELVET

SMALL SQUARE POUF
RED VELVET

SMALL ROUND POUF
RED VELVET

RED VELVET
Upholstered in a lush red velvet fabric, this modular furniture 
oozes exclusivity and luxury. Clever lighting can affect the colour 
of its shimmer and means it can blend into every environment. 
Club, candles or even daylight.



GREEN VELVET
Upholstered in a green velvet fabric, this modular furniture oozes 

exclusivity and luxury. Clever lighting can affect the colour of its 
shimmer and means it can blend into every environment. Club, 

candles or even daylight.

1M STRAIGHT BACK 
GREEN VELVET

CORNER STRAIGHT BACK 
GREEN VELVET

70CM STRAIGHT BACK 
GREEN VELVET

LARGE SQUARE POUF
GREEN VELVET

SMALL SQUARE POUF
GREEN VELVET

SMALL ROUND POUF
GREEN VELVET



INFINITY RANGE
Our straight and corner sofa chairs can create seating areas 
in the tiniest of spaces. Ideal for creating VIP areas or booth 
seating with that classic U-shape.

SOFA CHAIR SOFA CHAIR WIDE SEAT ANGLED SOFA CHAIR



LARGE CIRCULAR DAYBED WHITE SQUARE DAYBED

DAYBEDS
Add a touch of summertime or beach club 

glamour with our daybed selection.



IBIZA DAYBED RATTAN DAYBED
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SMALL SQUARE POUFS

SMALL ROUND POUFS

LARGE SQUARE POUFS



SQUARE POSEUR TABLES 
MIRRORED (Black/White)

SQUARE POSEUR TABLES
(Black/White)

WHITE ROUND POSEUR TABLES 
(Black/White)

WINE BARREL 
POSEUR TABLE

WHITE WOODEN
POSEUR TABLE

BALDOSA 
POSEUR TABLE

POSEUR TABLES
Standing tall and sturdy with a choice of tops; mirrored, glass, 
branded or plain, the poseur tables allow guests to put down 
their glasses and plates.



PLINTHS
Our plinths can be used as display tables or poseur tables. With the addition of LED light we 
can illuminate these in any colour for a stunning effect. Perfect for both outdoor and indoor use.

LED PLINTH WHITE PLINTH BLACK PLINTH



IBIZA CHILL BED IBIZA COFFEE TABLE

IBIZA COLLECTION
Versatile and stylish – the Ibiza collection has it all. The chill day beds create a 
smart yet relaxed atmosphere, perfect for round the pool or inside. The colour 
of the pads can be matched to your theme or keep it simple and accessorize. 
With beautiful 4 poster beds, matching Fret Cut bars and screens the options 

to combine these stunning elements is endless.



DARK BASE RATTAN
A change from your usual garden furniture! This high quality round woven 

rattan effect with dirt and water repellent cushions comes in charcoal grey and 
off-white, creates a very comfortable solution for outdoor seating. Sturdy with 

a choice of tops; mirrored, glass, branded or plain, the poseur tables allow 
guests to put down their glasses and plates.

DARK BASE
RATTAN EXTENSION

DARK BASE
RATTAN CORNER

DARK BASE
RATTAN ARMCHAIR

DARK BASE
RATTAN OTTOMAN

DARK BASE 
RATTAN TABLE



WHITE BASE RATTAN
A change from your usual garden furniture! This high quality round woven 
rattan effect with dirt and water repellent cushions comes in off-white and 
creates a very comfortable solution for outdoor seating.

WHITE BASE
RATTAN EXTENSION

DARK BASE
RATTAN CORNER

WHITE BASE
RATTAN ARMCHAIR

WHITE BASE
RATTAN OTTOMAN

WHITE BASE
RATTAN TABLE



MALLORCA MADERA
The Mallorca Madera range is rustic and exclusive at the same time. The 

simple wooden base structures blend in perfectly with the many authentic 
fincas on Mallorca. We have chosen for traditional Mallorquin handwoven linen 

for the cushion covers. The perfect luxurious finish for this 100% Mallorcan 
product.

MALLORCA MADERA
EXTENSION

MALLORCA MADERA
CORNER

MALLORCA MADERA
ARMCHAIR

MALLORCA MADERA
LARGE LOW TABLE

MALLORCA MADERA
LOW TABLE/SMALL STOOL



LOW TABLES
Select from ultra-modern to traditional, dining, 
console or occasional. When it comes to table 
options we have it covered.

BLACK PERSPEX TABLE

BLACK SQUARE MIRRORED 
TOP TABLE

SQUARE POUF TABLES

LIGHT BOX TABLEWHITE PERSPEX TABLE

WHITE SQUARE MIRRORED 
TOP TABLE



TABLES & CHAIRS
From Bespoke to Basic we have a dining option to suit every 

taste and Budget. For a timeless classic look combine the 
Chiavari Chair with Trestle or Banqueting Tables. Or create 

a Modern Rustic style with our unique Wood & Metal Tables 
which have been custom made to fit our Chillout furniture. The 

possibilities are endless.

WOOD & METAL TABLE

CHIAVARI LIMEWASH CHAIR

TRESTLE TABLE

BANQUETING TABLE

WHITE WOODEN TABLE
TOLIX CHAIR
NEWNEW



SUNLOUNGER BEAN BAG

NEW

BEAN BAGS
What better way to pamper yourself than lounging on a Bean Bag. 
Experience the luxury of going horizontal on one of these, moulding 
itself around you.

TEARDROP BEAN BAG JUBBLY BEAN BAG CUBE BEAN BAG



LUNA BEAN BAG

NEW



BARS & 
SERVING 

STATIONS
From chic mirrored bars to branded LED options 

or perhaps a more rustic look, we have the 
bars and serving stations to match your event 

requirements.

Are you having a themed event? Would you like to 
create your own style bar or have a logo or print 
on the front of your bar? Please ask us! We love 

to see creative ideas come to life.



MIRRORED BAR
Our gorgeous Mirrored bars come in single 2m sections or in a row to create 

one long bar. Easy to transport and very quick to set up on site, these two 
tiered bars come with a work surface and a high gloss lacquered service top. 

White or black finish.

MIRRORED BAR 
BLACK SKIRTING TRIMS 
AND SERVICE TOPS

MIRRORED BAR 
WHITE SKIRTING TRIMS 
AND SERVICE TOPS



WHITE PADDED BAR
The White Padded Bar comes in 2m sections. Covered in a white padded 

leatherette with buttons, our Bars can also be used as a reception desk or DJ-
booth.



BLACK VELVET BAR
The Black Velvet Bar is padded and buttoned and, as with all our other frame 
bars, comes flatpacked and takes just a few minutes to set up. Adjustable 
rubber feet protect sensitive floors and level out small slopes.



LINEAR LIGHT BAR
Our stunning LED bar comes as complete modular bar, straight sections 

or corner sections. The light can be set to any colour, brightness. Remote 
controlled.

CORNER LIGHT BAR LINEAR LED LIGHT BAR

LINEAR LED LIGHT BAR DOUBLE



FRET CUT BAR
This unique Fret Cut Bar is one of our most popular bar choices. During the day it is a chic modern addition 

to any event, but it is in the evening that it quickly becomes a focal point and something your guests will 
remember. It’s fabric screen enables any choice of light to be projected through creating a stylish nightclub 
atmosphere for long nights of fun! Available in 2m Sections and Corners it is easily adaptable to any venue.



WINE BOX BAR
Our wine box bar is great for wine tastings, parties or to give 

that rustic feel to any event.



WHITE WOODEN BAR
The White Wooden Bar comes in 2m sections. Also can be used in conjunction 

with a white wooden corner plinth and another bar to create a square, 
U-shaped or rectangular bar.

WHITE WOODEN BAR WHITE WOODEN BAR CORNER

WHITE WOODEN BAR DOUBLE



BALDOSA BAR
The stunning Baldosa Bar is a perfect blend of old style and modern elegance. 
Available in Bars, Buffet and Poseur Tables, they work perfectly as a collection 
or as stand alone pieces.

BALDOSA BAR BALDOSA BAR WHITE



BACKBAR
Backbar Hire is essential if you are looking to have your bar looking 

smart and effective for any event. Introducing the Wooden Backbar and 
the lovely Baldosa Backbar.

WOODEN BACKBAR
NEW



BALDOSA BACKBAR
NEW



SERVING STATIONS
As an alternative to traditional dining ‘Buffet style’ is a popular option. With 
Rustic Wood or the Beautiful Baldosa top our serving stations are a perfect 

way to display the chefs creations in style.

BALDOSA BUFFET STATION

BUFFET STATION



BAR STOOLS
The perfect addition to match with your lounge arrangement or bar set-up. 
From sleek and modern to industrial, take a look through our range and see 
what works for you.

LEAN STOOL WHITE CHAMPAGNE STOOL

ARENA LINEN STOOL TOLIX STOOL

PADDED STOOL

METAL & WOOD STOOL



LIGHTING & 
ACCESSORIES

Looking for the perfect ambiance? We specialise 
in creating the right mood for your event 

and offer a bespoke solution for your needs. 
Functional or decorative, disco or discreet. Many 
of our lights can be battery operated and are the 

ideal solution for outdoor pop-up events.
Too much Sun? We are lucky enough here 

in Mallorca for this to be a problem, we have 
many options available to create beautiful 

and functional shaded areas from Traditional 
Umbrellas to full Stretch Tents. 

WIRELESS UPLIGHTERS



LED FESTOON LIGHTING

STAINLESS STEEL LANTERN TORCH

FAIRY LIGHTSCLASSIC EDISON FESTOON

LED CUBE



WEDDING ARCH 

NEW

WEDDING BENCHES

NEW



HARDWOOD UMBRELLA

CANTILEVER UMBRELLA



FRET CUT SCREEN



CHANDELIER

HAMMERED ALUMINIUM STOOL

CANDELABRAEASEL

PYRAMID GASHEATER

DISCO BALL



DECORATION



SCATTER CUSHIONS



Our team at VL-lounge has a wealth of international industry expertise and know-
how.

Together with our sister companies Velvet Living Ltd and Velvet Entertainment 
Ltd, we have established a reputation of being a major player on the market whilst 

remaining a boutique specialist with an impressive eye for detail.

A very personal touch.
Our quality of service does not limit itself to providing visually striking interiors and 

exteriors, it extends to analysing our client’s needs. We pride ourselves on our 
innovative designs and floor plans. We have a passion to surprise and delight with 

our tailored solutions and aim to impress and excite our clients time after time.

We are here to help.
Call us or drop us an email with your enquiry. Our consultants are on hand for 
simple advice or full production management, from dry hire to complete event 

styling: We love to see ideas come to life.

Is your event exceptionally large or difficult?
We love a challenge! Our site visits will ensure we bring in the right equipment, 

manpower and expertise.

WWW.VLLOUNGE.COM
INFO@VLLOUNGE.COM

ABOUT US

http://www.vllounge.com 
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